[Control of plasmid incompatibility: characteristics of the bireplicon hybrid pAS8 and its deletion mutants].
The phenomenon of incompatibility has been investigated using deletion mutants of hybrid bireplicon plasmid pAS8. The hybrid pAS8 displays incompatibility specific for both components of its structure. In contrast to P-specificity of pAS8, functions of ColE1-specificity are not effectively expressed. Expression of ColE1-specificity in pAS8 plasmid and its derivatives is characterized by different directions and this is due to the presence or absence of genes of RP4 replication machinery in the plasmid DNA. Mutant plasmids show different efficiency of P-specificity depending on the extension of deletion in the region of essential genes of the RP4 component. Some of the mutants, in spite of the loss of replication genes, including origin of vegetative replication, are incompatible with the representatives of the Inc P group in both directions of testing. Different character and the level of expression of ColE1- and P-specificity in the pAS8 hybrid and its deletion derivatives are not associated with change in the number of plasmid DNA copies, for all of them are subjects to stringent control of replication. The data suggest the existence of incompatibility functions control mechanism which does not seem to include replication genes. Possible ways of realization of the inc genes functions are discussed.